Request for a test beam area at the SPS for LHCb by CERN. Geneva. SPS-LEAR Experiments Committee
CBQGU
barracks: space for 12 racks + computer, 4-5 desktop working places
floor space: > 15 m along the beam, ca. 4 m normal to the beam (both sides)
with CEDARparticle H):
position resolution: < lmrn x lmm for individual particles
intensities: several l0’/s normally, up to 103/s occasionally (larger diam.)
energies: l0 - 250 GeV
particles: pure electrons, muons, hadrons, (photons) and mixed particles
Beam requirements:
for tests at higher energies.
neutrino experiments (emulsions). However, in this case the nearby area X5A could serve
is understood that the area X7B would be ideal, provided the beam energies were not limited by
a nearby barrack could be allocated to the collaboration. From discussions with the EA-group it
It would simplify life very much, if a dedicated area in a test beam and correspondingly space in
in SPS beams from next year on.
other detectors. The LHCB collaboration is therefore requesting the possibility to perform tests
the collaboration will then need to calibrate calorimeters and to carry out performance tests of all
prototype detectors and for special aspects of triggering and DAQ. During the construction phase
and mu—detection. Once the LHCB will be approved, beam tests will have to continue with
from next year on for electron- and hadron calorimetry, photon rejection, RICH development,
The LHCB collaboration, however, will need to perform also beam tests at SPS energies as
disposal of LHCB. Unfortunately T10 will be limited to energies smaller than 7.5 GeV.
are presently done in T9 at the PS. ln the future the modified T10 area at the PS will be at the
Part of this program will need tests with beam particles. Beam tests for the RICH development
The LHCB-collaboration is presently carrying out an extensive R&D program (LHCC/96-1).
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